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Parallelization in Everyday Life
Example 0: organizations consisting of many people
➢
each person acts sequentially
➢
all people are acting in parallel
Example 1: building a house (functional decomposition)
➢
Some tasks must be performed before others: dig hole, pour
foundation, frame walls, roof, etc.
➢
Some tasks can be done in parallel: install kitchen cabinets,
lay the tile in the bathroom, etc.
Example 2: digging post holes (“data” parallel decomposition)
➢
If it takes one person an hour to dig a post hole, how long will
it take 30 men to dig a post hole?
➢
How long would it take 30 men to dig 30 post holes?

Available Computer Architectures

➢

There are currently two trends in utilizing the increased
transistor count afforded by miniaturization and advancements in
semiconductor materials:
Increase the on-chip core count,
➢

➢

➢

Combined with augmented specialized SIMD instruction sets (e.g., SSE and
its subsequent versions, MMX, AESNI, etc.) and larger caches.
This is best exemplified by Intel’s x86 line of CPUs and the Intel Xeon Phi
coprocessor.

Combine heterogeneous cores in the same package,
➢
➢

Typically CPU and GPU ones, each optimized for a different type of task.
This is best exemplified by AMD’s line of Accelerated Processing Unit (APU)
chips. Intel is also offering OpenCL-based computing on its line of CPUs with
integrated graphics chips.

Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and CPU
●

●

●

●

●

GPUs have been developed as a means of processing massive amount
of graphics data very quickly, before they are placed in the card’s display
buffer.
Their design envelope dictated a layout that departed from the one
traditionally used by conventional CPUs.
CPUs employ large on-chip (and sometimes multiple) memory caches,
few complex (e.g., pipelined) arithmetic and logical processing units
(ALUs), and complex instruction decoding and prediction hardware to
avoid stalling while waiting for data to arrive from the main memory.
GPU uses small on-chip caches with a big collection of simple ALUs
capable of parallel operation, since data reuse is typically small for
graphics processing and programs are relatively simple. In order to feed
the multiple cores on a GPU, designers also dedicated very wide, fast
memory buses for fetching data from the GPU’s main memory.

Intel Processor

Power PC
●

●

●

Master Core: 64-bit PowerPC core also
called the Power Processing Element.
Worker Core: Synergistic Processing
Element SPE having 128-bit vector
processors.
Own SIMD instruction set.

Nvidia Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)
➢

➢
➢

➢
➢

SM, SMM SMX (Streaming Multiprocessors): Single SMX
contains 192 cores executes in SIMD fashion
Each SMX can run its own program.
CUDA and OpenACC
Programming Models

GPU SMX Internal Architecture

AMD GPU
●

●

●

AMD’s APU chips implement the Heterogeneous System
Architecture (HSA).
The significant of AMD GPU is the unification of the memory
spaces of the CPU and GPU cores. This means that there is
no communication overhead associated with assigning
workload to the GPU cores, nor any delay in getting the results
back.
This also removes one of the major hassles in GPU
programming, which is the explicit (or implicit, based on the
middleware available) data transfers that need to take place.

●

●

●

The HSA architecture identifies two core types:
The Latency Compute Unit (LCU), which is a
generalization of a CPU. A LCU supports both
its native CPU instruction set and the HSA
intermediate language (HSAIL) instruction set.
The Throughput Compute Unit (TCU), which is
a generalization of a GPU. A TCU supports
only the HSAIL instruction set. TCUs target
efficient parallel execution.
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Intel Xeon Phi
●

●

●

●

A Super-scalar Architecture
Xeon Phi comes equipped with 61 x86 cores that are heavily
customized Pentium cores.
The customizations include the ability to handle four threads at
the same time.
The coherency is managed by
distributed tag directories (TDs)

Supercomputer System Architectures

Parallel Programming Paradigms --Various Methods
●

There are many methods of programming parallel computers. Two of
the most common are message passing and data parallel.
●
Message Passing - the user makes calls to libraries to explicitly share
information between processors.
●
Data Parallel - data partitioning determines parallelism
●
Shared Memory - multiple processes sharing common memory space
●
Remote Memory Operation - set of processes in which a process can
access the memory of another process without its participation
●
Threads - a single process having multiple (concurrent) execution
paths
●
Combined Models - composed of two or more of the above.

Note: these models are machine/architecture independent, any of the
models can be implemented on any hardware given appropriate operating
system support. An effective implementation is one which closely
matches its target hardware and provides the user ease in programming.


Parallel Programming Paradigms:
Message Passing
➢

➢

The message passing model is defined as:
●
set of processes using only local memory
●
processes communicate by sending and receiving messages
●
data transfer requires cooperative operations to be performed
by each process (a send operation must have a matching
receive)
Programming with message passing is done by linking with and
making calls to libraries which manage the data exchange
between processors. Message passing libraries are available
for most modern programming languages.

Parallel Programming Paradigms: Data
Parallel
➢

➢

➢

The data parallel model is defined as:
●
Each process works on a different part of the same data structure
●
Commonly a Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) approach
●
Data is distributed across processors
●
All message passing is done invisibly to the programmer
●
Commonly built "on top of" one of the common message passing
libraries
Programming with data parallel model is accomplished by writing a
program with data parallel constructs and compiling it with a data
parallel compiler.
The compiler converts the program into standard code and calls to a
message passing library to distribute the data to all the processes.

Implementation of Message Passing: MPI

➢
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢

Message Passing Interface often called MPI.
A standard portable message-passing library definition
developed in 1993 by a group of parallel computer vendors,
software writers, and application scientists.
Available to both Fortran and C programs.
Available on a wide variety of parallel machines.
Target platform is a distributed memory system
All inter-task communication is by message passing.
All parallelism is explicit: the programmer is responsible for
parallelism the program and implementing the MPI constructs.
Programming model is SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data)

Implementation of Message Passing: MPI
➢
➢

➢
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➢
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Message Passing Interface often called MPI.
A standard portable message-passing library definition
developed in 1993 by a group of parallel computer vendors,
software writers, and application scientists.
Available to both Fortran and C programs.
Available on a wide variety of parallel machines.
Target platform is a distributed memory system
All inter-task communication is by message passing.
All parallelism is explicit: the programmer is responsible for
parallelism the program and implementing the MPI constructs.
Programming model is SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data)

Implementations: F90 / High Performance
Fortran (HPF)
Fortran 90 (F90) - (ISO / ANSI standard extensions to Fortran 77).
High Performance Fortran (HPF) - extensions to F90 to support data
parallel programming.
Compiler directives allow programmer specification of data distribution
and alignment.
New compiler constructs and intrinsics allow the programmer to do
computations and manipulations on data with different distributions.
➢

Steps for Creating a Parallel Program
1.
2.

If you are starting with an existing serial program, debug the serial code
completely
Identify the parts of the program that can be executed concurrently:

Requires a thorough understanding of the algorithm
Exploit any inherent parallelism which may exist.
May require restructuring of the program and/or algorithm. May require an entirely
new algorithm.
Decompose the program:
 Functional Parallelism
 Data Parallelism
 Combination of both
Code development
 Code may be influenced/determined by machine architecture
 Choose a programming paradigm
 Determine communication
 Add code to accomplish task control and communications
Compile, Test, Debug
Optimization
 Measure Performance
 Locate Problem Areas
 Improve them




3.

4.

5.
6.

Decomposing the Program
There are three methods for decomposing a problem into smaller tasks to be
performed in parallel: Functional Decomposition, Domain Decomposition, or a
combination of both
➢

➢

Functional Decomposition (Functional Parallelism)
●
Decomposing the problem into different tasks which can be distributed to multiple
processors for simultaneous execution
●
Good to use when there is not static structure or fixed determination of number of
calculations to be performed
Domain Decomposition (Data Parallelism)
●
Partitioning the problem's data domain and distributing portions to multiple
processors for simultaneous execution
●
Good to use for problems where:
●
data is static (factoring and solving large matrix or finite difference calculations)
●
dynamic data structure tied to single entity where entity can be subsetted (large
multi-body problems)
●
domain is fixed but computation within various regions of the domain is dynamic
(fluid vortices models)
➢
There are many ways to decompose data into partitions to be distributed:
●
One Dimensional Data Distribution
●
Block Distribution
●
Cyclic Distribution
●
Two Dimensional Data Distribution
●
Block Block Distribution
●
Block Cyclic Distribution
●
Cyclic Block Distribution

Functional Decomposing of a Program
➢

➢

Decomposing the problem into different tasks which can be
distributed to multiple processors for simultaneous execution
Good to use when there is not static structure or fixed
determination of number of calculations to be performed

Domain Decomposition (Data Parallelism)
➢

➢

Partitioning the problem's data domain and distributing portions to multiple
processors for simultaneous execution
There are many ways to decompose data into partitions to be distributed:

